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10. Rates and  
fees – Type 1  
events 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter covers 
the security, interest rates and fees pertaining to overdrafts and loans 
granted after a Type 1 borrowing event (that is an application or a 
renewal) that occurred in the 18 months Q3 2013 to Q4 2014. 
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Key findings 
Three quarters of overdrafts granted in the 18 months to Q4 2014 were 
for £25,000 or less. 36% were secured, ranging from 25% of overdrafts for 
less than £10,000 to 70% of those for £100,000 or more. The proportion of 
overdrafts that are secured has increased somewhat over time and 
overdrafts of £10,000 or less agreed in H1 2014 were twice as likely to be 
secured as they were in 2011 

58% of overdrafts granted in the 18 months to Q4 2014 were on a  
fixed rate and this has varied relatively little over time. The median  
fixed rate was 4.0% compared to a median variable margin of +2.9%. 
Those borrowing more continued to pay a somewhat lower margin for 
their facility 

Most overdraft applicants paid a fee (83%) and the average fee paid, at 
£378, has varied relatively little over time. Half of those with an overdraft 
of £10,000 or less paid a fee equivalent to 2% of less of the facility 
granted, compared to 98% of those with an overdraft of £100,000 or more 

85% of loans granted in the 18 months to Q4 2014 were for £100,000 or 
less and this proportion has increased somewhat over time. 44% were 
secured (including commercial mortgages), ranging from 25% of loans for 
less than £25,000 to 84% of those for £100,000 or more with no clear 
pattern over time 
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68% of loans granted in the 18 months to Q4 2014 were on a fixed rate 
with no clear pattern over time. The median fixed rate was 4.4% 
compared to a median variable margin of +2.9%. Those borrowing more 
continued to pay a somewhat lower margin for their facility 

40% of loan applicants said they had not paid a fee. The average fee paid 
was £1303, with most paying the equivalent of 2% or less of the sum 
borrowed: 81% of those with a loan of £100,000 or less paid a fee 
equivalent to 2% of less of the facility granted, compared to 79% of those 
with a loan of £100,000 or more 
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This chapter covers the security, interest rates and fees pertaining to overdrafts and loans granted 
after a Type 1 borrowing event (that is an application or a renewal). Analysis is based on the revised 
definition of SMEs that made an application for a new or renewed overdraft or loan facility during the 
most recent 18 month period, which for this report is between Q3 2013 and Q4 2014, irrespective of 
when they were interviewed. 

The main reporting in this chapter does nnoott  include any overdrafts granted as the result of an 
automatic renewal process. From Q2 2012, those who had experienced an automatic overdraft 
renewal were asked about the security, interest rates and fees pertaining to that facility, while the 
quarter in which this renewal took place has been identified from Q4 2012 onwards. These 
automatically renewed overdrafts are reported on separately towards the end of this chapter. 

Overdrafts: context 
The ‘price’ of a facility (the interest margin and fee) will be a function, at least in part, of the size of the 
facility and the business it is granted to, whether it is secured or not, and whether it is a personal or 
business facility.  

Of all new overdrafts successfully applied for Q3 2013 to Q4 2014: 

• 51% were granted to 0 employee SMEs  

• 41% to 1-9 employee SMEs 

• 7% to 10-49 employee SMEs 

• 1% to 50-249 employee SMEs. 

77% of new/renewed overdrafts granted between Q3 2013 and Q4 2014 were for £25,000 or less. This 
varied by size from 87% of overdrafts granted to SMEs with 0 employees to 26% of those granted to 
SMEs with 50-249 employees. 

7% of successful new/renewed overdrafts in this period were in a personal name rather than that of 
the business. This varied from 9% of overdrafts granted to 0 employee businesses to 2% of those with 
50-249 employees. 

Analysis of the overdraft facility granted by application date, reported below, shows that half or more 
of overdrafts granted have been for £5,000 or more. Between 2011 and 2013, the proportion of 
overdrafts agreed each year for more than £5,000 increased somewhat from 52% to 60%, and is 
currently 56% for 2014 to date. 
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Overdraft facility granted 

By date of application 

Q1 
12 

Q2 
12 

Q3 
12 

Q4 
12 

Q1 
13 

Q2 
13 

Q3 
13 

Q4 
13 

Q1* 
14 

Q2* 
14 

Q3* 
14 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   555511  335555  330000  337755  338855  332255  330099  333377  228822  227766  114499  

Less than £5,000 45% 50% 39% 37% 45% 34% 46% 34% 48% 45% 34% 

£5-25,000  37% 31% 43% 38% 32% 40% 37% 40% 33% 29% 35% 

£25,000+ 18% 19% 19% 24% 24% 26% 17% 26% 20% 26% 31% 

Overdraft facility granted – all successful applicants that recall amount granted 

 

Overdrafts: Security 
A third (36%) of Type 1 overdrafts (i.e. a new or renewed facility not including automatic renewals, 
successfully applied for between Q3 2013 and Q4 2014) were secured. Larger SMEs were more likely to 
have provided security than smaller ones. 

The most common form of security for overdrafts successfully applied for in the last 18 months 
remained a charge over a business or personal property, as the table below shows: 

Security required (Overdraft):    
Successfully sought new/renewed 
overdraft Q3 13- Q4 14 

Total 0 emp 1-9 
emps 

10-49 
emps 

50-249 
emps 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   11335555  111166  447700  553355  223344  

Property (any) 23% 15% 29% 40% 38% 

Charge over business property 10% 7% 11% 22% 28% 

Charge over personal property 12% 7% 18% 18% 8% 

Directors/personal guarantee 3% * 6% 8% 8% 

Other security (any) 12% 13% 10% 16% 24% 

AAnnyy  sseeccuurr ii ttyy     3366%%  2288%%  4422%%  5566%%  5599%%  

NNoo  sseeccuurr ii ttyy   rreeqquuii rreedd  6644%%  7722%%  5588%%  4444%%  4411%%  

Q 106 All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft excluding DK 
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The larger the facility, the more likely it was to be secured. For those successfully applied for between 
Q3 2013 and Q4 2014: 

• 25% of overdrafts granted for less than £10,000 were secured 

• 46% of overdrafts granted for £10-24,999 

• 55% of overdrafts granted for £25-99,999 

• 70% of overdrafts granted for £100,000 or more were secured. 

 

Analysed by date of application (at the half-year level), overdraft facilities successfully applied for since 
the second half of 2012 were somewhat more likely to be secured than those applied for in 2011, with 
some increase across all size bands. Overdrafts of less than £10,000 applied for in H1 2014 were more 
than twice as likely to be secured as those applied for in 2011:  

% of overdraft facilities that were 
secured, by size of facility and 
date applied for 

Row percentages 

H1 
2011 

H2 
2011 

H1 
2012 

H2 
2012 

H1 
2013 

H2 
2013 

H1 
2014* 

All overdrafts 22% 24% 28% 34% 35% 34% 38% 

Overdrafts of <£10,000 9% 10% 18% 16% 18% 22% 26% 

Overdrafts of £10-25,000 28% 39% 33% 52% 49% 40% 51% 

Overdrafts of £25-100,000 45% 55% 54% 63% 62% 62% 59% 

Overdrafts of more than £100,000 57% 72% 77% 63% 72% 78% 63% 

Q 106 All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft, excluding DK 

 

Initial indications for applications made in H2 2014 are that around 4 in 10 overdrafts were secured. 

Changes in the profile of overdrafts granted, such as the size of the facility or whether it was secured or 
not, will impact on the margin charged. The changes reported above should be borne in mind when 
reviewing the changes in margin over time reported later in this chapter, albeit that small sample sizes 
make a true like for like analysis over time difficult. 
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Overdrafts: Rates  
Amongst those who gave an answer, 4 in 10 (42%) said that their new/renewed overdraft was on a 
variable rate: 

Type of rate (overdraft) by facility granted:    
Successfully sought new/renewed 
overdraft Q3 13-Q4 14 excl. DK 

Total <£10k £10-25k £25-
100k 

£100k+ 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   11117755  336699  220066  330066  229944  

Variable rate lending 42% 39% 46% 47% 53% 

Fixed rate lending 58% 62% 54% 53% 47% 

Q 107 All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft, excluding DK 

As the table below shows, when analysed by date of application the proportion of lending on a variable 
rate has been fairly stable at around 4 in 10, with the exception of the period Q3 2012 to Q1 2013 
when closer to half of overdrafts were on a variable rate: 

New/renewed 
overdraft rate 

     
 

By date of 
application 

Q112 Q212 Q312 Q412 Q113 Q213 Q313 Q413 Q114* Q214* Q314* 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  
bbaassee ::   444488  229911  224411  229999  331177  227733  225555  227788  223377  223300  112299  

Variable rate 
lending 40% 44% 46% 46% 49% 42% 43% 43% 44% 39% 46% 

Fixed rate lending 60% 56% 54% 54% 51% 58% 57% 57% 56% 61% 54% 

Q 107 All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft, excluding DK 

Most of those on a variable rate overdraft (agreed in the last 18 months) said that the rate was linked 
to Base Rate (93%).  

45% of those with a new/renewed variable rate overdraft and 31% of those with a fixed rate overdraft 
were unable / refused to say what rate they were paying. These ‘Don’t know’ answers have been 
excluded from the analysis below, but as a result base sizes are small in some areas. 
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The average and median variable rate margins paid remained lower for facilities in excess of £100,000:  

Variable margin (overdraft) by facility 
granted:    
Successfully sought new/renewed 
overdraft Q3 13-Q4 14 excl. DK 

Total <£10k £10-25k £25-100k £100k+ 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   447788  111133  7777**   113322  115566  

Less than 2% 40% 50% 28% 32% 36% 

2.01-4% 39% 28% 46% 51% 51% 

4.01-6% 8% 8% 12% 5% 7% 

6%+ 13% 14% 14% 12% 6% 

AAvveerraaggee  mmaarrgg iinn   aabboovvee  BBaassee//LLIIBBOORR::   ++33..22%%  ++33..11%%  ++33..66%%  ++33..22%%  ++22..88%%  

MMeeddiiaann  mmaarrgg iinn   aabboovvee  BBaassee//LLIIBBOORR  ++22..99%%  ++22..00%%  ++22..88%%  ++22..99%%  ++22..44%%  

Q 109/110 All SMEs with new/renewed variable rate overdraft, excluding DK *CARE re small base size 

Analysis by date of application is limited by the number of respondents answering this question, and so 
has been based on a half year rather than quarterly analysis. The table below shows there was an 
increase over time in the proportion of overdrafts being charged at +6% or more, to 25% for those 
overdrafts recorded for H1 2013. More recent overdrafts though have been less likely to be charged at 
that rate (15% for H1 2014 to date), and the average margin has therefore also declined: 

New/renewed overdraft variable rate       

By application date (half year)  H111 H211 H112 H212 H113 H213 H114* 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   441199  334466  331111  225522  224433  223322  118822  

<4% 65% 66% 63% 70% 61% 83% 77% 

4-6% 27% 13% 23% 7% 13% 8% 8% 

6%+ 8% 21% 14% 23% 25% 9% 15% 

AAvveerraaggee  mmaarrgg iinn   aabboovvee  
BBaassee//LLIIBBOORR::  +3.8% +5.1% +4.1% +4.2% +4.2% +2.9% +3.5% 

Q 109/110 All SMEs with new/renewed variable rate overdraft, excluding DK *CARE re small base size / interim data 
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As with the variable rate margins, those borrowing more on a fixed rate paid, on average, a lower rate:  

Fixed rate (overdraft) by facility granted:  
Successfully sought new/renewed 
overdraft Q3 13-Q4 14 excl. DK 

Total <£10k £10-25k £25-100k £100k+ 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   442299  112288  7777**   112299  9955**   

Less than 3% 43% 40% 51% 42% 60% 

3.01-6% 40% 36% 46% 52% 38% 

6.01-8% 7% 10% 2% 4% 1% 

8%+ 9% 14% 1% 2% 2% 

AAvveerraaggee  ff iixxeedd  rraattee ::   44 ..33%%  55 ..00%%  33 ..22%%  33 ..33%%  22 ..99%%  

MMeeddiiaann  ff iixxeedd  rraattee   44 ..00%%  44 ..22%%  33 ..00%%  33 ..11%%  11 ..99%%  

Q 111/112 All SMEs with new/renewed fixed rate overdraft, excluding DK *CARE re small base 

Analysis by date of application is limited by the number of respondents answering this question. Across 
2011, 2012 and the first half of 2013 an increasing proportion of successful applicants were paying less 
than 3% on their fixed rate overdraft. This trend did not continue in the second half of 2013, but initial 
data for the first half of 2014 suggests that once again there has been an increase in applicants paying 
less than 3% these overdrafts:  

New/renewed overdraft fixed rate       

By application date (half year)  H111 H211 H112 H212 H113 H213 H114* 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   331100  227733  227766  221133  222244  220055  116699  

<3% 28% 38% 38% 35% 44% 28% 59% 

3-6% 50% 45% 32% 41% 39% 44% 38% 

6%+ 21% 17% 30% 24% 18% 28% 4% 

AAvveerraaggee  mmaarrgg iinn   aabboovvee  
BBaassee//LLIIBBOORR::  55..00%%  44 ..77%%  55 ..99%%  55 ..33%%  44 ..11%%  55 ..44%%  33 ..00%%  

Q 111/112 All SMEs with new/renewed fixed rate overdraft, excluding DK *CARE re small base size / interim data 
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Overdrafts: Fees 

Most respondents (86%) were able to recall the arrangement fee that they had paid for their 
new/renewed overdraft facility (if any). The average fee paid was £378, and this has been fairly 
consistent over time. 

As would be expected, fees vary by size of facility granted: 

Fee paid (overdraft) by facility granted: 
Successfully sought new/renewed 
overdraft Q3 13-Q4 14 excl. DK 

Total <£10k £10-25k £25-100k £100k+ 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   11114455  333300  221188  332244  227733  

No fee paid 17% 24% 10% 6% 11% 

Less than £100 17% 25% 8% 3% 3% 

£100-199 33% 38% 45% 13% 3% 

£200-399 15% 9% 25% 27% 8% 

£400-999 9% 1% 9% 31% 17% 

£1000+ 9% 2% 3% 20% 59% 

AAvveerraaggee  ffeeee  ppaaiidd ::   ££337788  ££113344  ££225577  ££772244  ££11996666  

MMeeddiiaann  ffeeee  ppaa iidd   ££112266  ££7766  ££114499  ££339966  ££11440099  

Q 113/114 All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft, excluding DK 

 

Over time, the proportion paying no fee for their overdraft has remained fairly consistent, at around 
18%. The exception is for applications made in H2 2012, when 27% of successful applicants said that 
no fee was paid.  

Amongst those with a new/renewed overdraft who knew both what fee they had paid and the size of 
the facility granted, 29% paid a fee that was equivalent to less than 1% of the facility granted and a 
further 38% paid the equivalent of between 1-2%. 
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Half of those with a facility of under £10,000 paid a fee equivalent to 2% or less of the facility granted 
compared to almost all of those with a larger facility: 

• 50% of those granted a new/renewed overdraft facility of less than £10,000 paid the 
equivalent of 2% or less 

• 84% of those granted a new/renewed overdraft facility of £10-25,000 paid the equivalent of 
2% or less 

• 90% of those granted a new/renewed overdraft facility of £25-100,000 paid the equivalent of 
2% or less 

• 98% of those granted a new/renewed overdraft facility of more than £100,000 paid the 
equivalent of 2% or less 

Where a fee was paid, more overdrafts agreed in recent periods attracted a fee of £200+ (30-38% 
compared to around a quarter in other periods). However, the proportion saying they had paid the 
equivalent of 2% or less of the value of their facility is relatively stable at around 7 in 10. 

An analysis of secured and unsecured overdrafts is shown below: 

Unsecured and 
secured overdrafts 

Further analysis Q3 2013 to Q4 2014 

Amount borrowed Secured overdrafts were more likely to be over £25,000 (39%) than 
unsecured overdrafts (15%), albeit most overdrafts (whether secured or 
unsecured) are for lower amounts. 

Fixed & variable rates 56% of secured overdrafts were on a fixed rate, as were a similar proportion 
of unsecured overdrafts (57%). 

Variable margin The average variable margin charged was +3.4% if the overdraft was 
secured, or 3.0% if it was unsecured. 

Fixed rate The average fixed rate was 3.7% if the overdraft was secured, or 5.0% if it 
was unsecured. 

Fees  Secured overdrafts were somewhat more likely to attract a fee (86%) than 
unsecured overdrafts (79%), and the average fee charged was higher (£652 
secured compared to £226 unsecured). 

Whilst secured overdrafts typically attracted a higher fee in absolute terms, 
this remained more likely to be the equivalent of 2% or less of the agreed 
facility (71%) than was the case for unsecured overdrafts (65%). 
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Overdraft terms: Analysis by risk rating 
Sample sizes also permit some analysis of size of facility, interest rates and fees by the external risk 
rating of the SME granted the facility. Businesses with a minimal/low risk rating typically had a larger 
facility and paid somewhat less for it: 

Overdraft rates and fees summary    
Successfully sought new/renewed overdraft     
Q3 13-Q4 14 excl. DK 

Min/Low  Average/Worse 
than average 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee  ((vvaarr iieess   bbyy   qquueesstt iioonn)) ::   663355  668800  

% borrowing £25,000 or less 57% 84% 

Facility secured (Less than £25k) 35% 28% 

Facility secured (£25k+) 59% 58% 

Facility on a variable rate (excluding DK) 51% 37% 

Average variable margin for less than £25k facility +2.1% +3.5% 

Average variable margin for facility £25k+ +2.9% +3.2% 

Average fixed rate for less than £25k facility* 2.7% 4.8% 

Average fixed rate for facility £25k+ 3.0% 3.4% 

% where fee <2% of facility (under £25k) 79% 59% 

% where fee <2% of facility (£25k+) 91% 97% 

All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft, excluding DK * SMALL BASE 
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Overdraft terms: Analysis by sector 

Overall in the 18 months Q3 2013 to Q4 2014, 77% of overdrafts successfully applied for were facilities 
of £25,000 or less. By sector this varied relatively little (between 75% and 84%), with the exception of 
Agriculture where 51% of overdrafts granted were for less than £25,000. 

As the table below shows, secured overdrafts were: 

• More common for overdrafts in Agriculture (58%) 

• Somewhat less common for overdrafts in the Other Community sector (22%). 

Type 1 overdraft 
Successfully 
sought 
new/renewed 
overdraft Q3 13-
Q4 14 excl. DK 

Agric Mfg Constr Whle 
Retail 

Hotel 
Rest 

Trans Prop/ 
Bus 

Health S 
Work 

Other 
Comm 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  
bbaassee ::   

116655  116600  224455  114488  8888**   110000  221177  9955**   113377  

Any security 58% 33% 35% 51% 26% 31% 32% 26% 22% 

- property 49% 19% 18% 28% 19% 20% 20% 10% 19% 

No security 42% 67% 65% 49% 74% 69% 68% 74% 78% 

Q 106 All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft excluding DK  
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Overall, just under half of Type 1 overdrafts obtained were on a variable rate (42%). On limited base 
sizes, overdrafts granted to SMEs in Construction were less likely to be on a variable rate: 

Type 1 overdraft 
rate

Successfully 
sought 
new/renewed 
overdraft Q2 13-
Q4 14 excl. DK 

Agric Mfg Constr Whle 
Retail

Hotel 
Rest

Trans Prop/ 
Bus

Health S 
Work

Other 
Comm

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  
bbaassee ::   

115533  113344  221111  112244  7766**   8811**   119966  7722**   112288  

Variable rate 
lending

53% 52% 25% 54% 46% 43% 52% 32% 31% 

Fixed rate 
lending 

47% 48% 75% 46% 54% 57% 48% 68% 69% 

Q 107 All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft excluding DK 

Base sizes currently preclude any further analysis of rates, but a review of fees paid by sector is 
provided below. 
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This analysis shows that SMEs in the Hotel & Restaurant sector were more likely to pay a fee for their 
facility. Whilst those in Agriculture paid on average a higher fee, this is in part a reflection of the larger 
overdraft facilities successfully applied for in this sector, given that they were as likely as many other 
sectors to pay a fee equivalent to 2% or less of the sum borrowed:

Type 1 overdraft 
fees 

Successfully 
sought 
new/renewed 
overdraft Q3 13-
Q4 14 excl. DK 

Agric Mfg Constr Whle 
Retail 

Hotel 
Rest 

Trans Prop/ 
Bus 

Health S 
Work 

Other 
Comm 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  
bbaassee  ((vvaarr iieess)) ::   

114444  113333  221122  112233  7755**   7777**   118844  7755**   112222  

No fee paid 23% 15% 14% 19% 5% 31% 14% 34% 16% 

Average fee paid £604 £500 £229 £282 £427 £296 £544 £158 £345 

Equivalent of 2% 
or less paid* 

74% 82% 71% 55% 64% 74% 59% 92% 67% 

Q 113/114 All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft excluding DK * where both fee and facility known – SMALL BASE 
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Overdrafts: Automatic renewals  
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, data is available on the fees, rates and security pertaining to 
overdraft facilities that were automatically renewed. This has now been collected for respondents 
interviewed from Q2 2012, but the quarter in which the overdraft was renewed was only asked from 
Q4 2012. In line with the revised analysis structure, the table below shows all automatic renewals 
known to have occurred between Q3 2013 and Q4 2014. 

The majority of these automatic renewals (85%) were for less than £25,000 (in line with Type 1 
overdraft events reported for these quarters), and they were somewhat more likely to be in a personal 
name (18% v 7% of Type 1 overdrafts). They were though in many ways similar to Type 1 overdraft 
events in the same period: 

Overdraft rates and fees summary   

Q3 13-Q4 14   
 

Automatically 
renewed   

Type 1 
overdraft event  

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee  ((vvaarr iieess   bbyy   qquueesstt iioonn)) ::   11118888  11335555  

Any security required 26% 36% 

Facility on a variable rate (excluding DK) 39% 42% 

Average variable margin  +3.2% +3.2% 

Average fixed rate  5.4% 4.3% 

No fee 23% 17% 

Average fee paid £215 £378 

All SMEs with new/renewed overdraft, excluding DK 
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Loans: Context 
As with the overdraft section above, this section is based on the revised definition of SMEs that had 
made an application for a new or renewed loan facility during an 18 month period which for this report 
is between Q3 2013 and Q4 2014, irrespective of when they were interviewed. 

The ‘price’ of a facility (the interest rate and fee) will be a function, at least in part, of the size of the 
facility and of the business granted that facility, whether it is secured or not, and whether it is a 
personal or business facility. 

Of all new loans successfully applied for between Q3 2013 and Q4 2014: 

• 54% were granted to 0 employee SMEs  

• 36% to 1-9 employee SMEs 

• 8% to 10-49 employee SMEs 

• 2% to 50-249 employee SMEs. 

85% of new/renewed loans granted in the period Q3 2013 to Q4 2014 were for £100,000 or less. By 
size this varied from 95% of those granted to SMEs with 0 employees to 26% of loans granted to those 
with 50-249 employees. 

14% of successful new/renewed loans in this period were applied for in a personal name rather than 
that of the business). 90% of these loans were for £100,000 or less (albeit this is based on a small 
number of loans).  

Personal facilities will typically be priced differently to business facilities, so as an indication 15% of  
all loans agreed for less than £100,000 were applied for in a personal name, compared to 10% of  
loans £100k+.  
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Analysis of loans granted by application date shows that in recent quarters a lower proportion of loans 
granted were for £100,000 or more, compared to the period Q3 2012 to Q2 2013 when around a 
quarter of facilities agreed were for £100,000+:  

Loan facility granted  
By date of application 

Q1 
12 

Q2 
12 

Q3 
12 

Q4 
12 

Q1 
13 

Q2 
13 

Q3 
13 

Q4 
13 

Q1* 
14 

Q2* 
14 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   220066  116655  113311  117733  114477  113300  114411  116644  113300  113399  

Less than £25k 72% 73% 61% 49% 52% 60% 45% 63% 54% 64% 

£25-99k 14% 7% 11% 20% 22% 13% 41% 27% 26% 23% 

More than £100k 15% 20% 28% 31% 26% 27% 14% 10% 19% 14% 

All successful loan applicants that recall amount granted 
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Loans: Security 

15% of loans were commercial mortgages. These were much more likely to have been granted for 
£100,000+ and in this most recent period those with 0-9 employees were less likely to say their loan 
was a commercial mortgage: 

• 14% of successful applicants with 0-9 employees said their loan was a commercial mortgage 

• 23% of successful applicants with 10-49 employees 

• 20% of successful applicants with 50-249 employees 

All other successful loan applicants were asked whether any security was required for their loan. As the 
table below shows, smaller SMEs remained more likely to have an unsecured loan: 

Security required (Loan):    
Successfully sought new/renewed loan  Q3 
13-Q4 14  

Total 0-9 emp 10-49 
emps 

50-249 
emps 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   664444  223377  226633  114444  

Commercial mortgage 15% 14% 23% 20% 

Secured business loan 29% 28% 36% 43% 

Unsecured business loan 56% 57% 41% 36% 

Q 198/199 All SMEs with new/renewed loan excl. DK 

Including commercial mortgages, of new/renewed loans successfully applied for in Q3 2013 to  
Q4 2014:  

• 25% of loans granted for less than £25,000 were secured  

• 63% of loans granted for £25,000 to £100,000 were secured  

• 84% of those granted for more than £100,000 were secured 
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The table below provides further detail on secured loans by listing the security required for those loans 
that were not commercial mortgages. Such security was typically a charge over business or personal 
property: 

Security taken (loan):    
Successfully sought new/renewed loan  Q3 
13-Q4 14 

Total 0-9 emp 10-49 
emps 

50-249 
emps 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   664444  223377  226633  114444  

Commercial mortgage 15% 14% 23% 20% 

Secured – Property (any) 22% 21% 23% 24% 

Business property 14% 14% 16% 20% 

Personal property 8% 8% 6% 5% 

Director/personal guarantees 1% 1% 6% 4% 

Other security 7% 6% 10% 21% 

Unsecured business loan 56% 57% 41% 36% 

Q 200 All SMEs with new/renewed loan, excluding DK 

Analysis by date of application, at the half year level, shows that a fairly consistent three quarters of 
loans granted for more than £100,000 (excluding commercial mortgages) were secured. Loans for 
under £100,000 were less likely to be secured, with no clear pattern over time. Overall then, typically 
between a quarter and a third of loans that were not commercial mortgages were secured: 

% of loan facilities that were 
secured, by size of facility and 
date applied for 

Row percentages 

H1 11 H2 11 H1 12 H2 12 H1 13 H2 13 H1 14* 

All loans (excluding commercial 
mtges) 

20% 29% 33% 33% 26% 35% 32% 

Loans of <£100,000 (excl 
commercial mtges) 

15% 21% 28% 18% 17% 31% 25% 

Loans of more than £100,000 
(excl commercial mtges) 

72% 76% 69% 78% 82% 76% 75% 

Q 200 All SMEs with new/renewed loan, excluding DK and those with commercial mortgage  
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Changes in the profile of loans granted, such as the size of the facility or whether it was secured or not, 
will impact on the margin charged. The changes reported above should be borne in mind when 
reviewing the changes in margin over time later in this chapter, albeit that small sample sizes make a 
true like for like analysis over time difficult. 

Loans: Rates 

Amongst those who knew, 68% said that their loan was on a fixed rate (including those with commercial 
mortgages). Fixed rate lending remained somewhat more common for loans than overdrafts (where 58% 
of facilities were on a fixed rate) and also more common for smaller loan facilities:  

Type of rate (loan) by amount granted:    
Successfully sought new/renewed 
loan  Q3 13-Q4 14  

Total <£100k £100k+ 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   555511  331188  223333  

Variable rate lending 32% 30% 43% 

Fixed rate lending 68% 70% 57% 

Q 201 All SMEs with new/renewed loan, excluding DK  

Analysis by when the application took place showed that 76% of loan applications granted in 2012 
were on a fixed rate. In the first half of 2013 this fell slightly to 61%, before increasing again to 75% for 
the applications reported to date in the second half of 2013. Initial data for the first half of 2014 
suggests that around two thirds of successful applications were on a fixed rate.  

Analysis by size of loan over time is more qualitative in nature due to limited sample sizes. It suggests 
that while most loans under £100,000 are on a fixed rate, this proportion has declined somewhat over 
time from around 8 in 10 to 6 in 10 in the first half of 2014. The pattern for loans over £100,000 is less 
clear but typically around 6 in 10 loans are on a fixed rate. 

Most of those on a variable rate said that the rate was linked to Base Rate (80%). 
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Amongst SMEs with a new/renewed loan, 34% of those with a variable rate and 12% of those with a 
fixed rate were unable/refused to say what rate they were paying. These ‘Don’t know’ answers have 
been excluded from the analysis below, but this does reduce the sample sizes, particularly for loans 
under £100,000: 

Variable margin (loan) by amount granted:   
Successfully sought new/renewed loan  
Q3 13-Q4 14 

Total <£100k £100k+ 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   119977  9911**   110066  

Less than 2% 28% 30% 20% 

2.01-4% 45% 46% 44% 

4.01-6% 18% 13% 35% 

6%+ 9% 11% 1% 

AAvveerraaggee  mmaarrgg iinn   aabboovvee  BBaassee//LLIIBBOORR::   ++33..11%%  ++33..11%%  ++33..44%%  

MMeeddiiaann  mmaarrgg iinn   aabboovvee  BBaassee//LLIIBBOORR  ++22..99%%  ++22..88%%  ++22..99%%  

Q 203/204 All SMEs with new/renewed/ variable rate loan, excluding DK  

Analysis over individual time periods is restricted by the sample sizes available, but indications are that 
for loans successfully applied for over recent periods, the average variable margin charged has been 
broadly stable at around +3%.  
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The median variable rate charged was the same for overdrafts and loans (+2.9%). The median rate for 
fixed rate loan lending, at 4.4%, remained relatively close to the median rate for fixed rate overdraft 
lending (4.0%): 

Fixed rate (loan) by amount granted:  
Successfully sought new/renewed loan  
Q1 13-Q2 14 

Total <£100k £100k+ 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   225566  115500  110066  

Less than 3% 26% 24% 41% 

3.01-6% 41% 41% 41% 

6.01-8% 24% 25% 16% 

8%+ 9% 10% 2% 

AAvveerraaggee  ff iixxeedd  rraattee ::   55 ..11%%  55 ..22%%  44 ..22%%  

MMeeddiiaann  ff iixxeedd  rraattee   44 ..44%%  44 ..44%%  44 ..33%%  

Q 205/206 All SMEs with new/renewed fixed rate loan, excluding DK  

Analysis by date of application is limited by the number of respondents answering this question, but 
indicative results were that the average fixed rate had been around 5% in recent half year periods. 
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Loans: Fees 

78% of respondents were able to recall the arrangement fee that they paid for their loan (if any). As 
with overdrafts, those borrowing a smaller amount typically paid a lower fee in absolute terms: 

Fee paid (loan):    
Successfully sought new/renewed 
loan Q3 13-Q4 14 

Total <£100k £100k+ 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee ::   447744  226633  221111  

No fee paid 40% 45% 17% 

Less than £100 10% 11% 4% 

£100-199 15% 18% 1% 

£200-399 8% 8% 8% 

£400-999 9% 9% 10% 

£1000+ 18% 9% 59% 

AAvveerraaggee  ffeeee  ppaaiidd ::   ££11330033  ££883366  ££33664400  

MMeeddiiaann  ffeeee  ppaa iidd   ££9900  ££1111  ££11773300  

Q 207/208 All SMEs with new/renewed fixed rate loan, excluding DK  

The median fee paid was virtually unchanged over time while analysis by date of application showed 
little clear pattern over time. 

Amongst those with a new/renewed loan who knew both what fee they had paid and the original loan 
size, 59% paid a fee that was the equivalent of less than 1% of the amount borrowed and a further 
22% paid between 1-2%: 

• 81% of those granted a new/renewed loan of less than £100,000 paid the equivalent of 2% or less 

• 79% of those granted a new/renewed loan of more than £100,000 paid the equivalent of 2% or 
less 
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In 2011 around 8 out of 10 applicants paid the equivalent of 2% or less of their facility as a fee. In 
2012 this proportion dropped slightly, to around 7 out of 10. In 2013 this proportion increased again to 
86% and initial data for 2014 indicates that once again around 8 out of 10 fees were the equivalent of 
2% or less of the facility granted. 

An analysis of secured and unsecured loans is shown below: 

Unsecured and 
secured loans 

Further analysis Q3 2013 to Q4 2014 

Amount borrowed 96% of unsecured loans granted between Q3 2013 and Q4 2014 were for 
less than £100,000 compared to 71% of secured loans (including 
commercial mortgages). 

Fixed & variable rates Fixed rate lending was more common where the facility was unsecured 
(79% v 56% for secured loans). 

Variable margin For those who successfully applied for a new/renewed loan on a variable 
rate, a secured loan was charged at an average margin of +3.5% and an 
unsecured loan at an average margin of +2.6%. 

Fixed rate For fixed rate lending, the average rates were 4.6% for secured loans and 
5.3% for unsecured. 

Fees  Those successful with an unsecured loan were more likely to say that no fee 
was taken (50%) than those with a secured loan, and paid a smaller fee on 
average (£135 v £2763). 

There was though only a small difference in the proportion paying the 
equivalent of 2% or less for their loan by whether the loan was secured or 
not (82% if secured, 80% if not). 
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Loan terms: Analysis by risk rating 

Sample sizes also permit analysis of size of facility, interest rates and fees by external risk rating. Those 
with a minimal/low external risk rating remained more likely to be typically borrowing more, paying a 
variable rate and paying a lower margin/rate: 

Loan rates and fees summary    
Successfully sought new/renewed loan   
Q3 13-Q4 14 

Min/Low  Average/Worse 
than average 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  bbaassee  ((vvaarr iieess   bbyy   qquueesstt iioonn)) ::   332288  229900  

% borrowing £100,000 or less 76% 88% 

Any security provided 46% 45% 

Facility on a variable rate (excluding DK) 45% 27% 

Average variable margin  +2.9% +3.7% 

Average fixed rate  4.3% 5.0% 

% where fee <2% of facility  77% 79% 

All SMEs with new/renewed loan, excluding DK 
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Loan terms: Analysis by sector (indicative) 

Note that the small proportion of SMEs reporting a successful loan event means that base sizes for all 
but one sector are now below 100, even across an 18 month time period. This section continues to be 
included, but can provide only indicative loan data, and no figures are shown where a sector has fewer 
than 50 respondents answering. 

85% of new/renewed loans agreed between Q3 2013 and Q4 2014 were for £100,000 or less. This 
typically varied little by sector (87-95%), with the exception of Agriculture (68%), Hotels & Restaurants 
(72%) and Property / Business Services (74%). 

On limited base sizes, new/renewed loans in the Wholesale/Retail sector were more likely to have been 
commercial mortgages, while those in Construction and Health were more likely to be unsecured:  

Type 1 loan 

Successfully 
sought 
new/renewed 
loan Q3 13-Q4 14 

Agric Mfg Constr Whle 
Retail 

Hotel 
Rest 

Trans Prop/ 
Bus 

Health S 
Work 

Other 
Comm 

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  
bbaassee ::   

8833**   7700**   6677**   7799**   5555**   5544**   110000  6666**   7700**   

Commercial 
mtge

11% 8% 3% 30% 25% 6% 10% 18% 21%

Secured loan 41% 34% 20% 22% 21% 48% 44% 6% 24% 

Unsecured loan 48% 58% 77% 48% 54% 46% 46% 76% 54% 

Q 198/199 All SMEs with new/renewed loan excluding DK *CARE re small base
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Overall, 68% of Type 1 loans were on a fixed rate. This appeared less likely for loans amongst SMEs in 
the Property/Business Services sector: 

Type 1 loan rate 

Successfully 
sought 
new/renewed 
loan Q3 13-Q4 14 

Agric Mfg Constr Whle 
Retail

Hotel 
Rest

Trans Prop/ 
Bus

Health S 
Work

Other 
Comm

UUnnwweeiigghhtteedd  
bbaassee ::   

7744**   5577**   5555**   7711**       8866**   5566**   6655**   

Variable rate 
lending 

40% 27% 40% 30%   48% 14% 7% 

Fixed rate lending 60% 73% 60% 70%   52% 86% 93% 

Q 201 All SMEs with new/renewed loan excluding DK *CARE re small base

 

Base sizes preclude any further analysis of rates, or fees.  

 


